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What is the Color Splash?
Periodically throughout the Spring Into QC event we will have countdowns to our “Color Splash,” where participants will be given
packets of color. At the end of the countdown we will fill the sky and each other with color! Join us and plaster your family, friends,
and other event goers in a kaleidoscope of color.
How is the color thrown?
The color will be thrown by hand.
What are the times of the Color Splash?
The Color Splash will take place at 12:30 p.m., 1:00 p.m., and 1:30 p.m. We ask that you arrive at the Color Zone 10-15 minutes
before your designated time slot to collect your color packets.
How much does it cost?
The Color Splash is free. Additional color packets will be sold for $1.00.
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Are there age limits?
All ages are welcome! Everyone is welcome to come have tons of colorful fun! We do recommend that the younger ones be properly
protected with sunglasses, and for toddlers and infants, maybe even something to cover their mouth.
How do I sign up?
Sign-ups for the Color Splash will take place on-site. Stop by the Color Booth to sign up for a designated time slot and receive your
ticket. Each Color Splash time slot will be limited to 300 participants.
What is included with my Color Splash ticket?
Each ticket provides entry into the Color Zone for the designated time slot listed and two (2) packets of color.

What is the Color Zone?
The Color Zone is the area that is specifically designated for the Color Splash. Upon receiving your color packet, you must enter the
Color Zone. Color packets are not permitted outside of the Color Zone.
What should I wear?
You can wear whatever you would like, but we suggest white clothing because it shows the color the best!

Will the color stain my clothes, shoes, etc?
We recommend that you fully expect to get quite a bit of color on your clothing. We suggest wearing items that you don’t mind
getting color on.
Will the color get in my car?
We suggest bringing a towel, plastic bags, or something to sit on.

Are costumes welcome?
Costumes are more than welcome! Wear a tutu, a feather boa, or a fur coat!
Are phones and cameras safe?
We recommend using a plastic bag or plastic wrap to keep your devices color free.
Can I bring my dog?
Although dogs are welcome at the Spring Into QC event, we will not allow dogs within the designated Color Zone, with the exception
of service animals. This is not only for the safety of participants but also for your pup.
How can I volunteer?
Contact Erica Perez at 480-358-3719 or erica.perez@queencreek.org
Is the color powder safe?
Yes, it is made with colorations non-toxic powder.

